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Artificial Light for
Seedlings and Cuttings

Hans Petersen, Visiting Fellow
Royal Agricultural and Veterinary College

Coopenhagen, Denmark

It is more than a century ago that the first pioneers
used artificial light on greenhouse crops. Faulty ideas
and poor light sources slowed down further develop
ment, but with the development of the fluorescent tube
and the modern mercury lamp we should be in a period
where artificial light is a necessary factor in intensive
plant propagation.

Incandescent lamps for day-lengthening are widely
used, but must not be confused with lamps for photo
synthesis. This requires high light intensity.

Fluorescent tubes for photosynthesis

At high light intensity the possible harmful effects
of a lamp are magnified. You should not use the incan
descent lamp for photosynthesis because it converts
about 95% of the applied electricity to heat which may
burn the plants or elongate them excessively.

The fluorescent tube has no such harmful radia
tion? If you use 8-10 watts per square foot, we can
almost guarantee a good result. Using 8-10 watts per
square foot means that a 40 watt tube should light 4-5
square feet of bench area. A distance of 8-10 inches
over the plants will be right.

If the plants are grown under mist, the fluorescent
tubes will prove impractical because the ballast cannot
stand the moisture. Instead, use high power mercury
lamps (400 watts each). One such lamp can irradiate
40-50 square feet and can therefore be placed high
enough over the plants that the mist can operate nor
mally without harming the lamp.

Light for both seedlings and cuttings

All plants get too little light during the wintertime.
It would be too expensive to help the bigger plants,
but when they are small and stand close together the
cost of artificial light per plant is smaller. Seedlings
and cuttings which are given additional light during the
first 3-4 weeks of their life will often respond with a
more than 100% gain in size and quality and the time
from germination to transplanting can be cut consider
ably.
Figure 1
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Give light at night

It is not so much the low light intensity during the
wintertime that makes the plants grow slowly. The
short daylength is much more important. The plants
suffer a loss of carbohydrates during all 24 hours of
the day, due to respiration. When the days are short
there is not much time to build up dry matter, and the
loss during the dark period becomes very significant.

If you apply extra light to plants during the daytime,
you will not get much response with the recommended
8-10 watt per square foot. You would have to give
many times as much and that would be uneconomical.
But if you apply the light at night, you will get a tre
mendous response. Following experiments illustrate
these viewpoints:

Fig. 1 (light at night, different intensity during day)
Fig. 2 (results from 1955 experiment)

Both experiments were carried out with snapdragons.
The first experiment shows the importance of daylight,
but it is also obvious that added light compensates very
well for lack of daylight. Experiment 2 shows that
added light in the daytime is a waste of money. On the
other hand, light at night gives a surprising result.

Figure 2
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Most plants grow very well with normal daylight
+ artificial light all night through. We are, of course,
only speaking of the first 3-4 weeks of their life. After
transplanting, there will be too few plants per unit
area, so artificial light would not be economic anyway.
In order to save on investment and electricity it will
be necessary in many cases to have light on for only
6-8 hours in addition to the daylight. If the lamps are
moveable, they can be placed over one half of the bench
from late afternoon to midnight and then moved to the
other half from midnight to late morning.

Con't on page 3.
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Light only the best plants

Artificial light makes plant production very inten
sive. A good result is almost absolutely sure, but the
economy may, in some cases, be doubtful. If the added
expense shall be repayed, only the best plants should
be treated. Additional light given, as mentioned above,
results in at least 100% higher fresh and dry weight
and much faster development. The extra growth in
the shorter period should pay your electricity bill and
the equipment. It will never pay to give light to poor

plants to make them look as good as your neighbors'
which don't get light. Throw away all poor plants. It
is not very expensive when they are still in the seed
pan. But it is expensive to waste labor, heat and light
on a second class plant. A poor and good plant will
both double their weight in a given time, but the small
one will still be the smallest.

Artificial light can only be economical if it isused
to improve a crop which otherwise cannot be better.
It't a waste of money to use light to make a poor crop
look normal.
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Introduction

For some time, growers have been looking for a
synthetic nitrogen fertilizer which would act similarly
to the slowly available animal organic nitrogens.

Certain Urea - Formaldehyde combinations have
produced a formulation which gives slowly available
nitrogen. This product has been tested for several
years on turfgrass with encouraging results. Also,
this nitrogen source has been used experimentally on
greenhouse crops by research workers in California.
Results there also appeared encouraging. With this
previous experience, it was decided to try this mate
rial in greenhouse range s on Long Island. The material
used was a DuPont product called Uramite which con
tains 38. 5 percent nitrogen, three quarters of which
is cold water insoluble. Because of its slow and uni
form nitrogen release, it can be expected to replace
two to five applications of the more soluble forms of
nitrogen that growers use today.

Winter Tests

The first series of greenhouse experiments were
made on hydrangeas, lilies, carnations, philoden-
drons, cyclamen, geraniums, tuberous begonias, and
African violets during the months of January to April.
These tests were made at the following Long Island
greenhouse ranges: Charles Beckman, North Bell-
more; A. M. Dauernheim, Wantagh; Eric Gedalius,
Valley Stream; Oscar Maier, North Bellmore; Otto
Muller, East Meadow; Wheatley Gardens, Greenvale.
Two methods of application were used: (a) the material
was mixed thoroughly with potting soil; and (b) surface
applications were made to established plants in pots,
flats, and on benches.

Where the nitrogen fertilizer was mixed with the
soil prior to potting, it was used at rates of 0, 1/4,
1/2, 1, and 2 teaspoonfuls per 4-inch pot of prepared
soil.

Hydrangeas (left to right)

zero, 1/4 tsp. , 1/2 tsp. , 1 tsp. , and 2 tsp. Urea-
Formaldehyde nitrogen per 4-inch pot.

Where the material was used as a top dressing on
established plants, it was used at rates of 0, 1 tea-
spoonful, 2 teaspoonfuls, 1 table spoonful, and 2 table-
spoonfuls per 7-inch pot. On an established bench crop
of carnations, the material was tried at 0, 3, 5, and
7 pounds per hundred square feet. In the tests where
it was deemed advisable to add P and K, these mate
rials were added at recommended rates of application
by using superphosphate and muriate of potash.

Results

In treatments where the fertilizer was mixed in
the soil, the best results were obtained at the 1/2 tea-
spoonful per 4-inch pot rate. In almost all cases, the
2 teaspoonfuls per 4-inch pot rate caused considerable
root injury seriously affecting the tops. The 1/4 tea-
spoonful rate did not supply enough nitrogen for opti
mum growth over a prolonged period.
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